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Seeking an ancient enzyme in Methanococcus jannaschii using ORF, a program based on predicted secondary structure comparisons, in greater detail, the entire
Protein Data Bank (24), including 22 different representative folds, was reduced to its corresponding abc sequence by identifying secondary structure from
coordinates and then rewriting the sequence in an abc alphabet. 
Moving beyond of the alphabet soup of HIV prevention, the alphabet soup approach ignores core components of a comprehensive prevention response and the
critical importance of adapting programming. I Yet the ABC model focuses exclusively on sexual transmission, leaving out proven-effective interventions for IDUs
such. 
Genomics of plant ABC transporters: the alphabet of photosynthetic life forms or just holes in membranes, abstract The large number of ABC transporters in the
Arabidopsis genome was made responsible for known as well as unexpected aspects in plant development. The combination of classical transport experiments with
functional genomics approaches helped. 
Stirring the porphyrin alphabet soupâ�”functionalization reactions for porphyrins, fig. 1 Selected A x - and ABCD-type members of the porphyrin alphabet soup of
meso substituted porphyrins. Having the necessary starting materials in hand it became now possible to start a logical sequence of conversion of A- â†’ AB- â†’ ABC-
â†’ ABCD-type porphyrins. 
Essential letters in the fungal alphabet: ABC and MFS transporters and their roles in survival and pathogenicity, abstract Fungi depend heavily on their ability to
exploit resources that may become available to them in their myriad of possible lifestyles. Whether this requires simple uptake of sugars as saprobes or competition
for host-derived carbohydrates or peptides, fungi must. 
The Alphabet Strategy: the ABC of reducing diabetes complications, we have no cure for diabetes but as the recently published National Service Framework for
Diabetes: Standards noteswith the support of high quality healthcare, people with diabetes have the potential to live long lives free of the devastating complications
suffered. 
Digital typography, in fact, not only have I always loved books, Iâ�Ÿve also been in love with the individual letters in books. Hereâ�Ÿsa page from the first ABC
alphabet book that I had when I was little [photo 2]. Curiously, I marked each serif in the letters with a little. 
An ABC literacy journey: Anchoring in texts, bridging language, and creating stories, q is for duck: An alphabet guessing game. New York: Clarion. Floca, B. (2003). The
racecar alphabet. New York: Richard Jackson. Geisel, TS (1963). Dr. Seuss's ABC. New York: Random House. Grodin, E. (2004). D is for democracy: A citizen's alphabet. 
Sharing alphabet books in early childhood classrooms, the first genre, alphabet books, focuses on alliteration. We chose Dr. Seuss's ABC: An Amazing Alphabet Book!
(Seuss, 1963) because it presents each letter of the alphabet with words or phrases that contain the initial sound of the letter. ABC Boom Boom Alphabet Book. 
Organic and local food consumer behaviour: Alphabet theory, consumers choose organic and local foods. Incorporating demographics (D) as well, the resulting
VBN-ABC-DK-IS-H or 'Alphabet Theory' is presented as a new framework to explain organic and local food purchase behaviour.
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